German Language Classes (101, 102, 203) offered through the UNC Summer School

TAKING GERMAN DURING THE SUMMER IS FUN!!

Spend some time in the classroom this summer and get a head-start on fulfilling your language requirement! GERM 101 and 203 are being offered during the first summer session (May 14th—June 18th) and GERM 102 is offered during the second summer session (June 20th—July 26th).

100-level classes meet M-F from 8am-9:30am and M from 1:15pm-3:15pm.
200-level classes meet M-F from 8am-9:30am.

Come have fun and learn German!

The Auf gehts! textbook (for 101 and 102) and Weiter geht’s! textbook (for 203) are available at Student Stores and directly from the publishers (aufgehts.com).

Dr. Kai Werbeck: werbeck@email.unc.edu

For more information, please contact:

Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures